Our method in AV] is to use Floer's version of Morse theory. In fact our motivation for this work and AV] was to see how well Floer's approach adapts to PDE problems involving inde nite functionals like f H . In Floer's approach one de nes a \renormalized Morse index" for critical points, and then de nes homology groups which allow one to estimate how many critical points with a given index f H should have. It turned out in AV] that Floer's method can indeed be used in a straightforward way, provided one can establish enough compactness, both for the critical points, and for the orbits of the gradient ow which connect the critical points. To our surprise we found that the ow which gives the best compactness properties for the connecting orbits is the gradient ow in H 1 0 ( ) H 1 0 ( ), or more generally, H s H 2?s . This ow is well posed, in contrast with the L 2 gradient ows that are usually chosen to de ne Floer homology. For the L 2 gradient ows ill-posedness of the initial value problem caused by ellipticity of the gradient ow PDE is largely responsible for compactness of the set of connecting orbits.
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1
After establishing the Morse relations, and from there existence and multiplicity results for critical points of f H in AV] it was natural to ask what could be said about the renormalized Morse index of critical points. To do this we needed a compactness theorem for critical points with bounded index. Our main result in this paper is precisely such a theorem:
Theorem 1A. Let R n be a bounded domain with smooth boundary @ . We assume n 3, and we assume the system (4) is superlinear, i.e. p; q > 1, and subcritical We recall the de nition of the renormalized index in x2 below.
This theorem is similar to a theorem of Bahri and Lions BL] (see also Yang Y] ) who show that boundedness of the Morse index of solutions of the scalar equation u + u p = 0 imply a priori L 1 estimates for the solutions. We cannot imitate their proof however, since they use the minimax characterization of eigenvalues of ? + V (x) in terms of the quotients R jr j 2 + V (x) (x) 2 dx R (x) 2 dx : (see CH, ch.6] .) This description always deals with \the rst n eigenvalues" which makes no sense in our setting, since the second variation d 2 f H (z) at a critical point z 2 C 1 0 ( ) C 1 0 ( ) always has in nitely many positive and negative eigenvalues. In x3 we overcome this problem by giving an alternative description of the index of a critical point z in terms of the spectrum of an integral operator associated with the matrix P(x) = Huu(x:z(x)) Huv( ) Hvu( ) Hvv( ) .
In x4 we begin the compactness proof along the same lines as Bahri and Lions. Assuming compactness fails, we use a blow-up argument to reduce the problem to that of computing the index of entire solutions to the \constant coe cient version" of (4), i.e. (4) with a(x) and b(x) independent of x. This prompts us to study entire solutions, which we do in xx5{7, where we prove two Liouville type theorems. In xx8{10 we then complete the compactness proof.
2
The proof we give actually applies to more general functions H. To state the more general result we consider a sequence of functions H (k) 2 C 2 ( R 2 ). We say this sequence satis es condition ( ) if
For any sequence of points P k 2 and numbers k " 1 there is a sequence k i " 1 such thatĤ (ki) de ned bŷ
converges in C 2 loc to ajUj p+1 + bjV j q+1 for some a, b > 0.
This hypothesis is satis ed by \lower order perturbations" of (3) Then any sequence z k of critical points of f H (k) with uniformly bounded renormalized Morse indices is uniformly bounded in L 1 ( ; R 2 ).
The method used in this paper seems to give an optimal result with respect to the exponents p and q. On the other hand the method also has restrictions with respect to d 2 H(z) and the dimension of the domain. The method used by Bahri and Lions and by Yang do not share these restriction due to the direct variational characterization of the eigenvalues. We believe that the imposed restrictions on d 2 H(z) and n (Theorem 1A) are of technical nature and the result should hold true under milder hypotheses on d 2 H(z) and for all n 1.
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The operator E is elliptic and self-adjoint. It is also a bounded perturbation of the operator ?@ whose spectrum consists of the bi-in nite sequence of eigenvalues f p k j k = 1; 2; g, where k are the eigenvalues of ? on with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Thus E also has a bi-in nite sequence of eigenvalues and the ordinary Morse index of the critical point z is in nite. Let S 2 be the 3 dimensional space of symmetric 2 2 matrices, and let P = L 1 ( ; S 2 ) be the space of \potentials." We will rst de ne the index of E = ?@ ? P(x) if E is nondegenerate (invertible), so let P 0 be the set of P 2 P for which ?@ ? P(x) is invertible. P 0 is an open subset of P, and its complement can be written as the union 1 i=1 P i , where P i consists of those potentials P for which ?@ ?P(x) has i dimensional kernel. Each P i is a smooth submanifold of P with codimension i(i + 1)=2 (see D]).
We will de ne the index of the operator ?@ ?P(x) by requiring that it be locally constant on P 0 , and by specifying how (?@ ?P(x)) changes when P crosses from one component of P 0 to another. The following lemma makes this possible.
Lemma 2A. P 1 has a natural co-orientation.
Proof. Let P 0 2 P 1 . A co-orientation of P 1 at P 0 is an orientation of T P0 P=T P0 P 1 .
By de nition 0 is a simple eigenvalue of ?@ ?P 0 (x). Standard perturbation theory implies that the operator ?@ ?P(x) has a simple eigenvalue (P) near 0 for all P 2 P near P 0 . The function P 7 ! (P) is smooth, and its derivative is given by (6) d (P) P = ? ( P ; P P ) L 2 ; where P is a unit eigenvector of ?@ ? P(x) for the eigenvalue (P). If P 2 T P0 P is not tangent to P 1 , then by the implicit function theorem d (P 0 ) P 6 = 0, and the sign of this expression provides us with a co-
The proof actually provides us with two co-orientations: we will call P positive if d (P 0 ) P is negative(!) Given E = ?@ ? P, with P 2 P 0 , we choose a generic path fP j 0 1g connecting P 0 = 0 to P 1 = P. A generic path will not intersect any of the P i with i 2 since they have codimension 3 or more. A generic path can intersect P 1 , but we may assume that it does so tranversally. The co-orientation then assigns a sign to each intersection of the path with P 1 . We de ne the sum of these signs to be (E). A generic homotopy of paths will also miss all the P i with i 2, and will also be transversal to P 1 . Therefore the number of intersections of the path does not depend on the path.
Brie y, (E) is the number of positive eigenvalues of E = ?@ ? P which become negative as increases from 0 to 1 minus the number of negative eigenvalues of E = ?@ ?P which become positive as increases from 0 to 1. (cf. the \spectral ow formula" in RS].) Lemma 2B. If P 0 , P 1 2 P 0 and P 1 (x) P 0 (x) pointwise, then (?@ ? P 1 ) (?@ ? P 0 ).
Proof. Since P 0 is open we may assume that P 1 P 0 + "I for some small " > 0. Now let P = P 1 + (1 ? )P 0 . One has @P @ "I, and any su ciently small C 1 perturbation of this path will also have @P @ > 0. For a generic perturbation (6) tells us that every intersection of the perturbed path with P 1 is positive.
//// It is relatively straightforward to compute the index of operators with constant coe cient potentials. Let Let A > 0 and B > 0, and assume again P A;B;C 2 P 0 . After perturbing C slightly we can assume that ?C is not an eigenvalue of ? . We now deform A linearly to 0, i.e. we consider the operators ?@ ? P A;B;C with 0 1. This operator has a monotonically decreasing potential, so its index drops at each for which it becomes singular. Thus for each for which ?C p ( AB) is an eigenvalue of ? the index of ?@ ? P A;B;C jumps by the multiplicity of the eigenvalue in question. The end result of this deformation is a nondegenerate operator with AB = 0. We have just seen that such an operator has index zero, and hence the index of our original ?@ ?P A;B;C must equal the number of eigenvalues of ? counted with multiplicity in the interval j + Cj < p (AB).
In the remaining case, A < 0, B < 0, one can apply the same argument. The only di erence is now that the deformation ?@ ? P A;B;C has monotonically increasing potential, so one arrives at the same numerical value, but the opposite sign for the index.
////
In AV] we also introduced an upper and lower index + (?@ ? P(x)) and ? (?@ ? P(x)) for degenerate critical points, which are de ned by A; from which one sees that T P is selfadjoint and nonnegative.
Lemma 3A. The operator E is nondegenerate i 1 is not an eigenvalue of T P . The Morse index of E equals the number of eigenvalues of T P with > 1. If E is degenerate, then dim kern E coincides with dim kern (T P ?1). The lower index of E is the number of eigenvlaues of T P exceeding 1; the upper index is the number of eigenvalues of T P with 1.
Proof. E is degenerate i there are such that
Since C(x) 0 the operator C(x)? has a bounded inverse (C(x)? ) ?1 on L 2 ( ). This allows us to eliminate , after which we nd that E is degenerate exactly when there is some with
i.e., whenever 1 is an eigenvalue of the operator T 0 P = (C ? ) ?1 B(C ?
) ?1 A. This operator is formally conjugate with T P , namely T P
To compute the index of E, let A and B vary monotonically to 0, and count the number of times E and T P ?1 become degenerate: both operators vary monotonically, so this number gives both the change in index of E and the number of positive eigenvalues of T P ? The following corollary sheds some light on our hypothesis concerning the signs of H uu , etc. in theorem 1B.
A short calculation shows that (U k ; V k ) is a critical point of fH(k) on C 1 0 ( k ; R 2 ), whereH (k) (y; U; V ) = 1 Ĥ (k) (y; U; V );
andĤ (k) is as described in the condition ( ). By our assumption ( ) we can extract a subsequence for whichĤ (k) (y; U; V ) converges in C 2 loc tô H(U; V ) = ajUj p+1 + bjV j q+1 ;
for certain positive constants a; b. TheH (k) (y; U; V ) then converge in C 2 loc to H(U; V ) = a p jUj p+1 + b q jV j q+1 . By choosing and appropriately we can arrange that H is given by (7) H(U; V ) = jUj p+1 p + 1 + jV j q+1 q + 1 : The (U k ; V k ) are uniformly bounded in L 1 , and satisfy the Euler Lagrange equations,
@U (y; U; V ): Elliptic regularity implies that the (U k ; V k ) are uniformly bounded in C 2; for any < 1. Hence there is some subsequence for which the (U k ; V k ) converge in C 2; loc . The limits (U , V ) are then bounded solutions of (9) ? U = V q ; ? V = U p :
The domain of U and V is = lim k!1 k . If
then we can extract a subsequence along which k converges to = R n .
Otherwise we recall that @ was assumed to be smooth, so that along some subsequence the k converge to a half space containing the origin in its interior. For now we shall assume that is all of R n , and at the end of this section we indicate which changes must be made if is a half space.
We consider the index of the solutions z k = (u k ; v k ). By lemma 3A the index of z k equals the number of eigenvalues above 1 of the operator
We have
UV (y; U k (y); V k (y)) Using these relations one then easily nds how S k changes under rescaling. Choose " so small that p pq ? " > 1. Then we nd that for su ciently large k there is an m-dimensional space on which kS k k 2 = ( ; T k ) > k k 2 , and hence that T k must have at least m eigenvalues larger than 1. This contradicts our assumption that the indices of the z k were all less than m, so that our main theorem is proved as soon as we establish theorem 8A. We now brie y consider the situation in which dist(P k ; @ ) C" k . In this case we may assume after passing to a subsequence that P k tends to some point P on the boundary. One now \ attens the boundary," i.e. one chooses coordinates 1 , : : :, n near P such that P becomes the origin, and gets mapped to the half space H n = f j 1 > 0g.
Then we de ne
where 7 ! X( ) is the inverse to the chart x 7 ! ( 1 (x); : : :; n (x)). Then the U k and V k are de ned on B Rk \ H n , with R k " ?1 k , and they satisfy (8), provided one interprets as " ?2 k the Euclidean Laplacian in coordinates. In the limit k ! 1 this equation ends to (9), and one can extract a subsequence for which the U k and V k converge to bounded nontrivial solutions U and V of (9) on H n which vanish on @H n = f0g R n?1 . By odd re ection in @H n one can extend such solutions to entire solutions of (9), and all results in the following sections therefore apply. For n 3 the operatorS k also converges tõ S = p pqjV j (q?1)=2 ( H n ) ?1 jUj (p+1)=2 ;
for the same reasons as in the case where = R n . Rather than considering the action ofS on functions on H n , one can consider the associated operator S = p pqjV j (q?1)=2 ( R n ) ?1 jUj (p+1)=2 acting on odd functions on R n (odd meaning (? 1 , 2 , : : :, n ) = ? ( 1 , 2 , : : :, n )). All arguments in the following section apply to this operator without modi cation, and thus one can again show that kS k k > k k holds on some m dimensional subspace of L 2 ( ) for large enough k.
x5 The blown-up equation.
Theorem 5A. Let u, v be solutions of (9) where (x) = 1 ? jxj 2 . The constant C depends on ", m, p, and q but not on R or the solutions u, v. Here m is large enough if it exceeds 2(p+1)(q+1) (pq?1) .
Corollary 5B. If (u; v) are bounded entire solutions of (9) In particular the (q + 1)-norm of v is also nite.
We will show later on that u and v must actually vanish. Proof. Theorem 5A implies that We now observe that p+1 p < 2 < q + 1, so that r = p p+1 (q + 1) > 1, and so that one has x r ?r 0 =r + x r , r 0 = r=(r ? 1), for any x 0 and > 0. x6 A Liouville Theorem. In this section we will prove: Theorem 6A. Let u and v be bounded entire solutions of (9). If R R n juj p+1 is nite, then both u and v vanish.
We have shown that R R n juj p+1 < 1 implies that R jvj q+1 < 1, and that both integrals are in fact equal. The idea of the proof is as follows: rst we show that the action of the solution (u; v) E(u; v) = Z R n ru rv ? juj p+1 p + 1 ? jvj q+1 q + 1 dx 13 is nite. Then we observe that for any > 0 the functions u (x) = q+1 u(x="); v (x) = p+1 v(x=");
with " = ?(pq?1)=2 , are also solutions of our system. Moreover, these solutions also have nite action. Direct substitution shows that the action of (u ; v ) is (14) E(u ; v ) = E(u; v); with = n 2 (p + 1)(q + 1) 1 ? 2 n ? 1 p+1 ? 1 q+1 6 = 0.
On the other hand the (u ; v ) are critical points of the action, so E(u ; v ) should not depend on . This can only happen if u and v both vanish.
We now go through the details of the argument. As in the previous lemma one shows that this is o(1) for R ! 1.
The other two integrals are of the form R (x ru)(r rv)dx. We now recall that (x) 1 for jxj 1=2, so that r( (x=R)) is supported on B R nB R=2 , and is bounded by C=R on this annulus. By H older's inequality we then get that Putting (18) and (16) We can now choose x 1 , x 2 , , such that the B xi are pairwise disjoint, and such that the 5B xi cover R n (see St, Proof. The proof proceeds exactly as before, the only di erence being that (17) no longer holds. However, outside some large enough ball B R1 one has j j << a and jr j << jbj, so that (17) (n ? 2)! n jx ? yj n?2 (y)dy:
This way we have a continuous integral operator from C 1 c to L 1 .
Formally, T = S S , where S is the \L 2 -adjoint" of S.
To make this precise, we choose a domain for S which makes it a possibly unbounded operator in L 2 . Let Since formally we have ( ; T ) = kS k 2 , we nd by choosing " > p pq?1 that ( ; T ) > k k 2 on some m dimensional subspace of L 2 , which, in view of our characterization of the generalized Morse index, we interpret as index(u; v) m. Since m is arbitrary we say (u; v) has in nite index.
The main technical tools in proving the theorem are the following two lemmas. It follows that h k actually converges in W 2;2 loc (R n ) to some function h, whose second derivatives vanish, i.e. h(x) = a + b 1 x 1 + + b n x n .
Thus we nd that g = (a + b 1 x 1 + + b n x n )jvj (q?1)=2 belongs to L 2 (R n ). The second Liouville theorem now forces u v 0.
This lemma does not claim that ' R 2 D, in fact one expects this not to be the case in general. Thus kS' R k is de ned by the integral (19), and may be in nite.
Proof. We suppress the subscript R from our notation for the duration of this proof. Thus We now proceed to estimate these terms one by one. It turns out that all terms except K 5 can be estimated following the same scheme. We show how to estimate K 4 , and leave the other terms to the reader. In doing such estimates it is convenient to have a slightly di erent notation for the L r norms of functions on R n . We write We shall also use that the speci c form of our cuto function, i.e. Such exist.
As we mentioned before, a similar argument gives exactly the same estimate for the terms K 1 , K 2 , K 3 , and K 6 . To estimate K 5 we rst observe the following Here the remaining integral is of the same type as K 6 and can be estimated in the same way as K 6 , with the same result. The last term E R =2 was already known to be o(I R ), so the we can nally add all estimates together to obtain
Since k'k L 2 = I R this completes the proof of theorem 8C. k' R k = 0:
Proof. First assume that f is compactly supported, i.e. supp f B R1 for some R 1 > 0. Since ' R = (x=R)u(x) (p+1)=2 and (x) = 1 for jxj < 1=2, the inner product (' R ; f) is independent of R for R 2R 1 . But k' R k 2 = R (x=R) 2 ju(x)j p+1 dx becomes in nite as R ! 1, so for compactly supported f the lemma holds. The Riesz representation theorem implies that for any f 2 L 2 there exists a g 2 V with (g; ) V (f; ); 8 2 V:
We de ne Tf = g. One then easily shows that T is a bounded selfadjoint operator on L 2 .
Lemma 10A. Assume S is unbounded. Then T is injective, and 0 2 (T).
Proof. If Tf = 0 then f ? V , so f = 0, which proves injectivity.
Assume 0 is not in the spectrum of T. Then T is invertible, and we have for arbitrary 2 D k k 2 V = ( ; ) V = (T ?1 ; ) kT ?1 k kgk 2 L 2:
This implies S is bounded, against our assumption. //// By the spectral theorem for bounded self adjoint operators we can write T = R 1 0 dP , where fP j 0 1g are the spectral projections of T. Assuming that S is not bounded we nd that 0 is in the spectrum of T, while T is injective, i.e. 0 is not in the point spectrum of T. It follows that there exist n # 0 such that the projections n = P n ? P n+1 are non zero. Choose n 2 range( n ) with k n k L 2 = 1.
Lemma 10B. The n are mutually orthogonal. They belong to V so that S n is well de ned, and they satisfy then T n = n , so n 2 range(T) V and n = T ?1 n . We have kS n k 2 L 2 = (S n ; S n ) L 2 = ( n ; n ) V ? k n k 2 L 2 = (T n ; n ) V ? 1 = ( n ; n ) L 2 ? 1 = Z n+1 ; n) 1 (dP n ; n ) L 2 ? 1 
